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You will
make up a
great new
song . . .
Clang clang
rattle bing
bang!

1.

Print and cut round outside of fortune

3.

Open the folds back up, turn the sheet
blank side up, and fold each corner into
the middle.

4.

Turn over and repeat.

5.

Turn over so you can see the pictures.

6.

Slide your thumb and your finger behind
two of the pictures and press together so
they bend around and touch.

7.

Turn over and repeat with the thumb and
finger of the other hand for the other two
pictures.

Foldteller.
and unfold
the paper in half
2. Fold in half and in half again.
along the diagonals.

Begin folding with this side up.

Flip over!

8. All of the pictures should now be facing up
Choose a word (Princess,
are ready
Dragon, Tennis, Crown). and touching at the center.
Put You
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fingers in
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the 4 open corners.
2. Spell out the word, and with
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eachup.
letter, open the fortune
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then the other.
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Fold and unfold
the paper in half
along the diagonals.

Flip over!
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3
Put your fingers in
the 4 open corners.
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CROWN

You get to
eat 100 tubs
of ICECREAM
for dinner—
yum!

You are a
superhero.
Your power is
standing up
to dragons
and bullies.
Flip over!
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Oh no! You
will turn
PURPLE,
GREEN and
YELLOW!

You will
get a new
pet dragon
(a really
BIG one).
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1.

Fold and unfold
the paper in half
along the diagonals.

DRAGON

You will fly
around the
world in just
ten seconds!
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PRINCESS
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You TH E
will wear Uh-oh,
a ponytail to you will
school tomorrow fall into a
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5. Repeat one more time. and then
showing.
5.

Repeat one more time.

6. Choose a number and lift the
4. Open the fortune teller in one
6. Choose a number and lift the flap to see
flap to see your fortune!
direction and then the other

Discover this book and more at www.annickpress.com

your fortune!

for each number count.

5. Repeat one more time.
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